In this paper we study the dynamical behaviour of the differential equation
Introduction
In this paper we continue the work initiated in [17] trying to understand the dynamic behavior of an asymmetric oscillation
where a,b are two different positive constants, x + =max{x, 0}, x − =max{−x, 0}, f (t) is a real analytic almost periodic function with frequencies ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) λ∈Z ∈ R Z , and ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) λ∈Z is a bilateral infinite sequence of rationally independent frequency, that is to say, any finite segments of ω are rationally independent. The general question that we have in mind is : under what conditions on a, b, ω and f (t), (1.1) has almost periodic solutions and all solutions are bounded ?
Due to the relevance with applied mechanics, for example, modeling some kind of suspension bridge (see [13] ), the following semilinear Duffing's equation
was widely studied, where f (x, t) is a smooth 2π-periodic function in t.
If the function f (x, t) in (1.2) depends only on the time t, equation (1.2) becomes (1.1), which had been studied by Dancer [2] and Fučik [4] in their investigations of boundary value problems associated to equations with jumping nonlinearities. For recent development, we refer to [5, 8, 12] and references therein.
Ortega [17] investigated the Lagrangian stability for the equation
where γ is a small parameter. He proved that if |γ| is sufficiently small and p ∈ C 4 (S 1 ) with S 1 = R/2πZ, then all solutions are bounded, that is, for every solution x(t), it is defined for all t ∈ R and sup t∈R (|x(t)| + |x ′ (t)|) < +∞.
On the other hand, when 1
Alonso and Ortega [1] constructed a 2π-periodic function f (t) such that all solutions of equation (1.1) with large initial conditions are unbounded. Moreover, for such a function f (t), equation (1.1) has periodic solutions. This means that the unbounded solutions and periodic solutions coexist. Liu [14] removed the smallness assumption on |γ| in equation (1.3) , and proved the boundedness of all solutions of equation (1.1) under the resonant condition (1.4) and some other reasonable assumptions.
Liu [15] dealt with the existence of quasi-periodic solutions and the boundedness of all solutions of equation (1.1) when f (t) is a real analytic, even and quasi-periodic function with frequencies ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω n ). Firstly, he obtained some invariant curve theorems of planar reversible mappings which are quasi-periodic in the spatial variable. As an application, he used the invariant curve theorem to investigate the existence of quasi-periodic solutions and the boundedness of all solutions of (1.1).
Recently, in [10] we also considered the existence of quasi-periodic solutions and the boundedness of all solutions of equation (1.1) when f (t) is a smooth quasi-periodic function with the frequency ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω n ).
In this paper we focus on equation (1.1) under the case that f (t) is a real analytic almost periodic function with frequencies ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) λ∈Z . In order to obtain almost periodic solutions and the boundedness of all solutions of equation (1.1), we first have to establish the invariant curve theorem for almost mappings. Fortunately, recently we [11] obtained the existence of invariant curves of the following planar almost mapping M :
x 1 = x + y + f (x, y), 5) where the perturbations f (x, y) and g(x, y) are almost periodic in x with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) λ∈Z and admit a rapidly converging Fourier series expansion, respectively. However, the poincaré mapping of equation (1.1) does not have the form as M, but has the following expression 6) where the functions l, m, f, g are real analytic and almost periodic in x with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) λ∈Z , f (x, y, 0) = g(x, y, 0) = 0, β is a constant, 0 < δ < 1 is a small parameter. About the mapping M δ there are some results. When the functions l, m, f, g in (1.6) are periodic and the mapping M δ possesses the intersection property, Ortega [18] obtained a variant of the small twist theorem and also studied the existence of invariant curves of mappings with average small twist in [19] .
When the functions l, m, f, g in (1.6) are quasi-periodic in x and real analytic in a complex neighbourhood, the mappings M δ is reversible with respect to the involution G : (x, y) → (−x, y), that is, GM δ G = M −1 δ . Liu [15] established some variants of the invariant curve theorem which are similar to ones in [18] and [19] .
When the functions l, m, f, g in (1.6) are quasi-periodic in x and smooth functions, the mapping M δ possesses the intersection property, we [10] established some variants of the invariant curve theorem which are also similar to ones in [18] and [19] in the smooth case, other than analytic case on the basis of the invariant curve theorem obtained in [9] .
Nevertheless the above results can not solve our problem. We have to establish the existence of invariant curves of the planar almost mapping M δ on the basis of the invariant curve theorem obtained in [11] .
After we get those invariant curves theorems, as an application, we shall also use them to study the existence of almost periodic solutions and the boundedness of all solutions for an asymmetric oscillation (1.1).
Before ending the introduction, we briefly recall some variants of the invariant curve theorem. When the perturbations in the mapping M in (1.5) is periodic and possesses the intersection property. Moser [16] considered the twist mapping
where the functions ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 are assumed to be small and of periodic 2π in x. He obtained the existence of invariant closed curves of M 0 which is of class C 333 .
About M 0 , an analytic version of the invariant curve theorem was presented in [22] , a version in class C 5 in Rüssmann [20] and a optimal version in class C p with p > 3 in Herman [6, 7] . When the perturbations f (x, y), g(x, y) in (1.5) are quasi-periodic in x, there are some results about the existence of invariant curves of the following planar quasi-periodic mapping
where the functions f (x, y) and g(x, y) are quasi-periodic in x with the frequency ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 ,· · · , ω n ), real analytic in x and y, and α is a constant. When the mapping M 1 in (1.7) is an exact symplectic map, ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω n , 2πα −1 are sufficiently incommensurable, Zharnitsky [23] proved the existence of invariant curves of the map M 1 .
When the mapping M 1 in (1.7) is reversible with respect to the involution
Liu [15] established the invariant curve theorem for quasi-periodic reversible mapping M 1 . The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some preliminaries. The nonresonant small twist theorem (Theorem 3.1) and the resonant small twist theorem (Theorem 3.3) for the almost periodic mapping M δ are proved in Sections 3. In Section 4, we will prove the existence of almost periodic solutions and the boundedness of all solutions for an asymmetric oscillation (1.1) depending almost periodically on time.
Some preliminaries

The space of real analytic almost periodic functions
Our aim is to find almost periodic solutions x for an asymmetric oscillation (1.1) which admit a rapidly converging Fourier series expansion, thus we have to define the space of a kind of real analytic almost periodic functions.
We first define the space of real analytic quasi-periodic functions Q(ω) as in [22, chapter 3] , here the n-dimensional frequency vector
Definition 2.1. A function f : R → R is called real analytic quasi-periodic with the frequency ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω n ), if there exists a real analytic function
where F is 2π-periodic in each variable and bounded in a complex neighborhood Π n r = {(θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ n ) ∈ C n : |Im θ j | ≤ r, j = 1, 2, · · · , n} of R n for some r > 0. Here we call F (θ) the shell function of f (t).
Denote by Q(ω) the set of real analytic quasi-periodic functions with the frequency ω = (ω 1 , ω 2 , · · · , ω n ). Given f (t) ∈ Q(ω), the shell function F (θ) of f (t) admits a Fourier series expansion
where k = (k 1 , k 2 , · · · , k n ), k j range over all integers and the coefficients f k decay exponentially with |k| = |k 1 |+|k 2 |+· · ·+|k n |, then f (t) can be represented as a Fourier series of the type from the definition,
In the following we define the norm of the real analytic quasi-periodic function f (t) through that of the corresponding shell functions F . Thus we define f r := F r .
Similarly, one can give the definition of real analytic almost periodic functions with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) λ∈Z , which is a bilateral infinite sequence of rationally independent frequency, that is to say, any finite segments of ω are rationally independent. For this purpose, we first define analytic functions on some infinite dimensional space (see [3] ). Definition 2.3. Let X be a complex Banach space. A function f : U ⊆ X → C, where U is an open subset of X, is called analytic if f is continuous on U , and f | U∩X1 is analytic in the classical sense as a function of several complex variables for each finite dimensional subspace X 1 of X.
Note that for the bilateral infinite sequence of rationally independent fre-
where due to the spatial structure of the perturbation k runs over integer vectors whose support supp k = λ : k λ = 0 is a finite set of Z. 
which admit a rapidly converging Fourier series expansion
where
and S is a family of finite subsets
where F is 2π-periodic in each variable and bounded in a complex neighborhood
Suppose that the function f (t) has the Fourier exponents {Λ λ : λ ∈ Z}, and its basis is {ω λ : λ ∈ Z}. Then for any λ ∈ Z, Λ λ can be expressed into
where r λ1 , · · · , r λ j(λ) are rational numbers. Therefore,
Thus, this family S is not totally arbitrary. Rather, S has to be a spatial structure on Z characterized by the property that the union of any two sets in S is again in S, if they intersect :
Moreover, we define
Denote by AP (ω) the set of real analytic almost periodic functions with the frequency ω which is given by Definition 2.4. From the definition, given f (t) ∈ AP (ω), the shell function F (θ) admits a rapidly converging Fourier series expansion
From the definitions of the support supp k and A, we know that F A (θ) is real analytic and 2π-periodic in θ λ : λ ∈ A . As a consequence of the definitions of S and the support supp k of k and Z Z 0 , the Fourier series of the shell function F (θ) has another form
then f (t) can be represented as a Fourier series of the type
If we define
From the definitions of the support supp k and A, we know that f A (t) is a real analytic quasi-periodic function with the frequency ω A = ω λ : λ ∈ A .
The norms of real analytic almost periodic functions
In the following we will give a kind of the norm for real analytic almost periodic functions. Before we describe the norm, some more definitions and notations are useful.
The main ingredient of our perturbation theory is a nonnegative weight function
defined on S. The weight of a subset may reflect its size, its location or something else. This, however, is immaterial for the perturbation theory itself. Here only the properties of monotonicity and subadditivity are required :
,
for all A, B in S. Throughout this paper, we always use the following weight function
where ̺ > 2 is a constant. Now we can define the norm of the real analytic almost periodic function f (t) through that of the corresponding shell function F just like in the quasi-periodic case.
Definition 2.5. Let AP r (ω) ⊆ AP (ω) be the set of real analytic almost periodic functions f such that the corresponding shell functions F are bounded on the subset Π r with the norm
where m > 0 is a constant and
Hence we define f m,r := F m,r .
If f (·, y) ∈ AP r (ω), and the corresponding shell functions F (θ, y) are real analytic in the domain D(r, s) = (θ, y) ∈ C Z × C : |Im θ| ∞ < r, |y − α| < s with some α ∈ R, we define
The properties of real analytic almost periodic functions
In the following some properties of real analytic almost periodic functions are given. Lemma 2.6. The following statements are true:
The detail proofs of Lemma 2.6 can be seen in [11] , we omit it here.
The frequencies of the perturbations
In this paper, the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) of the perturbations is not only rationally independent with |ω| ∞ = sup{|ω λ | : λ ∈ Z} < +∞, but also it satisfies the strongly nonresonant condition.
In a crucial fashion the weight function determines the nonresonance conditions for the small divisors arising in this theory. As we will do later on by way of an appropriate norm, it suffices to estimate these small divisors from below not only in terms of the norm of k |k| = λ∈Z |k λ |, but also in terms of the weight of its support
Then the nonresonance conditions read
where, as usual, c is a positive parameter and ∆ some fixed approximation function as described in the following. One and the same approximation function is taken here in both places for simplicity, since the generalization is straightforward. A nondecreasing function ∆ :
and
In addition, the normalization ∆(1) = 1 is imposed for definiteness. In the following we will give a criterion for the existence of strongly nonresonant frequencies. It is based on growth conditions on the distribution function N n (t) = card A ∈ S : card(A) = n, [A] ≤ t for n ≥ 1 and t ≥ 0. Lemma 2.7. There exist a constant N 0 and an approximation function Φ such that
with a sequence of real numbers t n satisfying
for n large with some exponent ̺ − 1 > 1, we say a n ∼ b n , if there are two constants c, C such that ca n ≤ b n ≤ Ca n and c, C are independent of n.
The detail proofs of Lemma 2.7 can be seen in [11] , we omit it here. According to Lemma 2.7, there exist an approximation function ∆ 0 and a probability measure µ on the parameter space R Z with support at any prescribed point such that the measure of the set of ω satisfying the following inequalities
is positive for a suitably small c, the proofs can be found in [21] , we omit it here. Throughout this paper, we always assume that the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) satisfies the nonresonance condition (2.4).
Invariant curve theorem for the almost periodic mapping M
In this subsection we formulate an useful invariant curve theorem for the almost periodic mapping M given by (1.5).
Definition 2.8. Let M be a mapping given by (1.5). It is said that M has the intersection property if
, where ϕ and ψ are real analytic and almost periodic in ξ with the frequency
We choose a rotation number α satisfying the inequalities
with some positive constant γ, where ∆ is some approximation functions (see Theorem 2.9).
Theorem 2.9. There is an approximation function ∆ such that for suitable γ, the set of α satisfying (2.5) has positive measure.
Theorem 2.10. Suppose that the almost periodic mapping M given by (1.5) has the intersection property, and for every y, f (·, y), g(·, y) ∈ AP r (ω) with ω satisfying the nonresonance condition (2.4), and the corresponding shell functions F (θ, y), G(θ, y) are real analytic in the domain D(r, s) = (θ, y) ∈ C Z × C : |Im θ| ∞ < r, |y − α| < s with α satisfying (2.5). Then for each positiveε, there is a positive ε 0 = ε 0 (ε, r, s, m, γ, ∆) such that if f, g satisfy the following smallness condition f m,r,s + g m,r,s < ε 0 , then the almost periodic mapping M has an invariant curve Γ 0 with the form
where ϕ, ψ are almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), and the invariant curve Γ 0 is of the form y = φ(x) with φ ∈ AP r ′ (ω) for some r ′ < r, and φ − α m ′ ,r ′ <ε, 0 < m ′ < m. Moreover, the restriction of M onto Γ 0 is
Definition 2.11. Let M be a mapping given by (1.5). We say that
Lemma 2.12. If the mapping M given by (1.5) is an exact symplectic map, then it has intersection property.
The detail proofs of the Theorem 2.9, 2.10 and Lemma 2.12 can be seen in [11] , we omit it here.
The small twist theorem
In this subsection we formulate an useful small twist theorem which is a variant of the invariant curve theorem (Theorem 2.10) for the almost periodic mapping M.
In many applications, one may meet the so called small twist mappings M δ : 6) where the functions f and g are real analytic functions, and almost periodic in x with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), β is a constant, 0 < δ < 1 is a small parameter. We choose the number α satisfying the inequalities
with some positive constant γ, where ∆ is some approximation functions.
Theorem 2.13. Suppose that the almost periodic mapping M δ given by (2.6) has the intersection property, and for every y, δ, f (·, y, δ), g(·, y, δ) ∈ AP r (ω) with ω satisfying the nonresonance condition (2.4), and the corresponding shell functions F (θ, y, δ), G(θ, y, δ) are real analytic in the domain D(r, s) = (θ, y) ∈ C Z ×C : |Im θ| ∞ < r, |y−α| < s with α satisfying (2.7). Then for each positivē ε there is a positive ε 0 = ε 0 (ε, r, s, m, γ, ∆) such that if f, g satisfy the following smallness condition
then the almost periodic mapping M δ has an invariant curve Γ 0 with the form
where ϕ, ψ are almost periodic with frequencies ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), and the invariant curve Γ 0 is of the form y = φ(x) with φ ∈ AP r ′ (ω) for some r ′ < r, and φ − α m ′ ,r ′ <ε, 0 < m ′ < m. Moreover, the restriction of M δ onto Γ 0 is of the form
Remark 2.14. If all the conditions of Theorem 2.13 hold, given any α satisfying the inequalities (2.7), there exists an invariant curve Γ 0 of M δ , which is almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), and the restriction of M δ onto Γ 0 has the form
This is the so called small twist theorem. It is not a direct consequence of Theorem 2.10, but one can use the same procedure in the proof of Theorem 2.10 to prove it. Because there is nothing new in the proof, we omit it here.
Remark 2.15. The above conclusion is also true for the following mapping
with h ′ (y) = 0, if we change the conditions (2.8) into
Some variants of the small twist theorem
After we get the small twist theorem, motivated by the results in [18, 19] , now we are going to consider the mapping M δ :
x 1 = x + β + δl(x, y) + δf (x, y, δ),
where the functions l, m, f, g are real analytic and almost periodic in x with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), f (x, y, 0) = g(x, y, 0) = 0, β is a constant, 0 < δ < 1 is a small parameter. We shall be interested in the existence of invariant curves for the oneparameter family of almost periodic mappings {M δ }. Thus we assume that M δ has the intersection property for each δ. Similar to the results in the above two references, we can obtain the nonresoant and resonant small twist theorems.
The nonresonant small twist theorem
In this subsection we formulate the nonresonant small twist theorem (Theorem 3.1) for the almost periodic mapping M δ . In other words, we will prove the following theorem.
Theorem 3.1. In the previous setting assume that for every A ∈ S, ω A = ω λ : λ ∈ A and 2π/β are rationally independent, and
Then there exists δ 0 > 0 such that the mapping M δ has an invariant curve in the domain R × [a, b] if 0 < δ < δ 0 . The invariant curve is real analytic and almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ).
Proof : The proof is similar to [19, Theorem 1], we just give a sketch here. Similar to [19] , one can use the intersection property to obtain
Expand l and m into Fourier series
From the assumption of Theorem 3.1, we have
Also the functionl(x, y) = l(x, y) − l 0 (y) satisfies lim
where µ, ρ are two small and N is a large positive parameters. It is well known that for any ε ′′ > 0, there exists a positive integer N depending on l, m, µ, ρ and ε ′′ such that obviously holds.
Consider the difference equations
for unknown functions Φ and Ψ. Since for every A ∈ S, ω A = ω λ : λ ∈ A and 2π/β are rationally independent, it is easy to verify that
is a solution of (3. Then by (3.1), we get
Define the change of variables U by θ = x + δΦ(x, y), r = y + δΨ(x, y).
Then the transformed mapping U • M δ • U −1 is of the form
Since l, m, f, g are real analytic and almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), by the definitions of φ 1 , φ 2 and Lemma 2.6, we know φ 1 , φ 2 are real analytic and almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ). Hence φ 1 • U −1 and φ 2 • U −1 are real analytic and almost periodic in x with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), which is guaranteed by Lemma 2.6 and the definition of U. Moreover, similar to [19] , there exists a constant M 2 > 1 such that
By the assumption of Theorem 3.1, we know
Since f (·, ·, 0) = g(·, ·, 0) = 0, then
Thus there is a δ 1 > 0 such that for δ ∈ (0, δ 1 ),
Similar to [19] , we also can get an estimate of the form
whereΩ is an appropriate modulus of continuity that depends on l 0 and Ψ. Because lim δ→0 +Ω (δ) = 0, there is a δ 2 > 0 such that
From the definitions of D 1 and D 2 , similar to [19] , there exists M 1 > 0, for any δ ∈ (0, δ 1 ), we have
Then for any δ ∈ (0, δ 0 ), we get
which imply that
Then if δ ∈ (0, δ 0 ), we have
Therefore, for 0 < δ < δ 0 , this mapping meets all assumptions of Theorem 2.13, thus the transformed mapping U • M δ • U −1 has invariant curves. Undoing the change of variables we obtain the existence of invariant curves of M δ . Remark 3.2. Actually it follows from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that if all conditions of Theorem 3.1 hold, then the mapping M δ has many invariant curves Γ 0 , which can be labeled by the form M δ | Γ0 :
there exists an invariant curve Γ 0 which is real analytic and almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), and the restriction of M δ onto Γ 0 has the form
The resonant small twist theorem
Now we will discuss the resonant case, which means that there exists some set A ∈ S such that ω A = ω λ : λ ∈ A and 2π/β are rationally dependent. Denote by S the set of all A ∈ S such that there exists the integer vector k ∈ Z Z 0 such that suppk ⊆ A, k, ω β ∈ 2πZ. Now the functions l and m in (1.6) can be represented in the form
Note that e i k,ω β − 1 = 0, supp k ⊆ A, A ∈ S\S,
Theorem 3.3. In the previous setting suppose that the functionl satisfies
Moreover we assume that there is a real analytic function I(x, y) ≡ I(x + β, y) satisfying
and two numbers a and b such that a < a < b < b
and Then there exists δ 0 > 0 such that if 0 < δ < δ 0 , the mapping M δ has an invariant curve which is real analytic almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ). The constant δ 0 does depend only on a, b, a, b, l(x, y), m(x, y) and I(x, y).
Proof : The proof is similar to [18, theorem 3.1], we just give a sketch here. Consider the following difference equations
Since k, ω β / ∈ 2πZ for supp k ⊆ A, A ∈ S\S, we know from the proof of Theorem 3.1 that
is a solution of (3.6).
As we did in the proof of Theorem 3.1, under the transformation U 1 θ = x + δΦ(x, y), r = y + δΨ(x, y),
has the form
where the functionsf ,g are very small if δ is sufficiently small and N is very large. Moreover,f andg are almost periodic in x with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), which is guaranteed by Lemma 2.6 and the definition of U 1 .
In the following, we will construct another transformation U 2 such that the transformed mapping
takes the form
For each θ ∈ R and h ∈ R with I(θ, a) ≤ h ≤ I(θ, b), denote by R = R(θ, h) the unique solution of I(θ, R) = h.
The implicit function theorem and (3.3) imply that R is well defined. Moreover, R is β-periodic in θ and satisfies
The domain of R obviously contains the strip {(θ, h) :Ī(a) ≤ h ≤ I(b)}.
Next define the periodic function R(θ, h) ) .
This function is positive and has a negative derivative, namely,
(Notice that
This is a positive function with positive derivative. Denote byÃ the following domaiñ
and define the function K :Ã → R by
which is well defined from (3.5). Moreover, it follows that
The derivatives of K are given by and
We can now define the mapping U 2
where τ, ρ are defined by (3.9) . The periodicity of I and (3.11) imply that U 2 satisfies
Moreover, similar to [18] , U 2 can be expressed in the form
In the following, we will give an expression of
2 . From (3.4), (3.10) and (3.11) it follows that
Therefore the transformed mapping
under the transformation U 2 takes the form
and the remainder term O 1 (δ) is composed by δ,f ,g and second-order derivatives of τ , the remainder term O 2 (δ) is composed by second-order derivatives of I and δ,f ,g. Hence, the remainder terms O 1 (δ), O 2 (δ) are real analytic and
Since I is β-periodic in θ, its second-order derivatives are also β-periodic in θ. By (3.12) , it follows that the second-order derivatives of τ are β-periodic in θ. In the previous setting we knowf ,g are real analytic almost periodic in θ with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) and assume that there exists set A ∈ S, ω A = ω λ : λ ∈ A and 2π/β are rationally dependent, by the definitions of ψ 1 , ψ 2 and Lemma 2.6, ψ 1 , ψ 2 are real analytic and almost periodic in θ with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ). Hence
are real analytic almost periodic in τ with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ), which is guaranteed by Lemma 2.6 and the definition of U 2 . Moreover, similar to [18] , we have
The definitions of Ω yields that
From the definitions of Ω, K, I,f ,g, then there exists a constant ∆ 0 such that if δ ∈ (0, δ 0 ), we have
Hence, for 0 < δ < δ 0 , this mapping meets all assumptions of Theorem 2.13, and then the transformed mapping
2 has invariant curves. Undoing the change of variables we obtain the existence of invariant curves of M δ .
One can obtain the same conclusions as Remark 3.2, we omit them here. Also, if l(x, y) < 0, ∂l(x, y) ∂y < 0, and other conditions remain, then the statement of Theorem 3.3 is also true.
Application
In this section we will apply the above results to an asymmetric oscillation. Consider the following equation
where a, b are two positive constants (a = b), x + = max{x, 0}, x − = max{−x, 0}, f ∈ AP (ω) is real analytic almost periodic with the frequency ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ) and admit a rapidly converging Fourier series expansion.
Action and angle variables
Introduce a new variable y = x ′ , then (4.1) is equivalent to the following planar system x ′ = y,
Let C(t) be the solution of the initial value problem
Then it is well known that C(t) ∈ C 2 (R), which can be given by
Define S(t) be the derivative of C(t), then S(t) ∈ C 1 (R) and (i) C(−t) = C(t), S(−t) = −S(t).
(ii) C(t) and S(t) are 2ωπ-periodic functions,ω = 1 2 (
For r > 0, θ (mod 2π), we define the following generalized polar coordinates T : (r, θ) → (x, y) as
where ̺ = 2 aω . It is easy to check that T is a symplectic transformation. The Hamiltonian associated to (4.2) is expressed in cartesian coordinates as
In the new coordinates (θ, r), it becomes
Thus, system (4.2) is changed into the following generalized polar coordinate system
Since system (4.3) is not period in t, but is 2π period in θ. This fact will motivate us to interchange the role of θ and t. Now we change the role of the variable t and θ, and yields that  
this system is 2π-periodic in the new time variable θ. Let r * be a positive number such thatω
System (4.4) is well defined for r ≥ r * . Let t(θ), r(θ) be a solution of (4.4) defined in a certain interval I = [θ 0 , θ 1 ] and such that r(θ) > r * for all θ in I. The derivative dt dθ is positive and the function t is a diffeomorphism from I onto J = [t 0 , t 1 ], where t(θ 0 ) = t 0 and t(θ 1 ) = t 1 . The inverse function will be denoted by θ = θ(t). It maps J onto I.
The expression of the Poincaré map of (4.4)
Our next goal is to obtain asymptotic expansions for θ 1 and r 1 . For r 0 large enough, the second equation of (4.4) can be rewritten as
).
An integration of this equation leads to
Therefore, r(θ)
for r 0 large enough, by (4.6) and the first equality of (4.4), we get
which implies that
for r 0 large enough. Substituting (4.5), (4.6), (4.7) into the second equality of (4.4), we have, for θ ∈ [0, 2π],
for r 0 large enough. An integration of (4.8) over θ ∈ [0, 2π] yields
for r 0 large enough, where r 1 = r(2π). Substituting (4.6), (4.7) into the first equality of (4.4), we have, for θ ∈ [0, 2π]
for r 0 large enough. An integration (4.9) over θ ∈ [0, 2π] yields
where t 1 = t(2π).
Then the Poincaré map P of (4.4) has the expansion 
Intersection property of the Poincaré map P of (4.4)
Since the Poincaré map P of (4.4) ia an exact symplectic map, similar to the proof of Lemma 2.12, it is not difficult to show that if P is also monotonic twist map, that is, L(t 0 ) = 2π 0 f (t 0 +ωθ)C(ωθ)dθ = 0, for all t 0 ∈ R, (4.10) then P possesses the intersection property. Thereinafter we always assume that f (t) satisfies (4.10). In order to prove this result, we first give an useful lemma, and its proof is simple.
Lemma 4.1. If r 0 = r(t 0 ) is real analytic almost periodic in t 0 and F (r 0 , t 0 ) is real analytic almost periodic in t 0 with the same frequencies, then F (r(t 0 ), t 0 ) is also real analytic almost periodic in t 0 with the same frequencies.
Proof. We claim that the shell functions of r(t 0 ), F (r 0 , t 0 ) are R(θ), F (r 0 , θ) respectively, then the shell function of F (r(t 0 ), t 0 ) is F (R(θ), θ). Indeed, since r(t 0 ), F (r 0 , t 0 ) ∈ AP (ω), then we have Hence if the conditions of Theorem 4.3 hold, then the existence of the invariant curves of Poincaré map P δ is guaranteed by Theorem 3.1, the invariant curves are real analytic almost periodic with frequencies ω = (· · · , ω λ , · · · ). Undoing the change of variables we obtain the invariant curves of Poincaré map P . Then system (4.2) has infinitely many almost periodic solutions as well as the boundedness of solutions. satisfying the following nonresonance condition
and γ, δ are sufficiently small. Then system (4.2) has many almost periodic solutions and all solutions are bounded.
